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The Schrödinger poisson equation
Schrödinger equation + gravitational potential

Classical limit  proposed as an alternative to 
the Vlasov equation

Alternative to N-body Widrow&Kaiser 1993

Semi-analytical model Uhlemann et. al. 2014

+ many more

Describes ultra-light scalar field DM in non-
relativistic limit, e.g. Axions

With 
e.g. Marsh 2015

See also Bodo Schwabe’s talk



Schrödinger equation in LSS
Schive et. al.  2014

Ordinary N-body simulation Self-gravitating wave DM



First look at the classical limit

WKB ansatz
Density:

Velocity:

Madelung equations

Vanishes for smooth

Classical limit non-trivial, consider:

fast oscillations 



Wigner distribution

Wigner distribution

Pseudo phase-space distribution
Non-positive

Interpretation as classical phase-space 
distribution, after coarse graining in phase-space

with

Highly oscillatory

The classical limit is a weak limit



Evolution equation

Time-evolution governed by

Note: Only meaningful after averaging
Requires that    is smooth for

e.g. no fast oscillations

Can check for self-consistency for a given (form of) solution

if holds,
equivalent to Vlasov equation



Multi-streaming in the Schrödinger equation

Multi stream wave function

Each stream solves
fluid equations

Gravitational potential

highly oscillatory

Vanishes if



Shell crossing

Shell crossing most conveniently studied in Lagrangian space

Displacement map

Density at point

Catastrophe theory tells us a finite
number of generic structure exists 

Hidding et. al. 2016

Classification by expanding around critical point

Not possible at caustics

Local coordinates

need higher orders



Catastrophes and the cosmic web
List of catastrophes in 2d

Hidding et. al. 2014

Hidding et. al. 2016



Catastrophes and the Schrödinger equation

WKB/saddle point
approximation solution

WKB fails at caustics

Berry 1980

To be able to apply to the non-linear ScP, go to local intertial 
frame

Apply to free Schrödinger equation

Including higher orders in   the 
wave-function near caustic of the form

catastrophe polynomial

In quantum mechanics:



Wave function near a caustic
Consider (fold) singularity, with 

Wave function given by Airy-function 

Approaches WKB

Single stream

Approaches WKB

Multistream 



Conclusion

● Schrödinger equation equivalent to Vlasov equation, 
if potential remains smooth

● Network of caustics gives rise to cosmic web
–  ScP provides regularized fluid like description

● In multi-stream region oscillations in the density 
emulate velocity dispersion
– Can be calculated

● How exactly is vorticity generated 

Flörchinger, FF, Rigopoulos in preparation
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